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has "been entirely lost. One of the important as well as
interesting developments in the Middle East, is the
weekly motor transport of mail between Baghdad and
Haifa through the arrangement between the Govern-
ment of Iraq and the Nairn Transport Co. (a British
firm). This desert route requires a stop at Rutba wells,
the only available water supply along the route between
Eamadi and Damascus. The Iraq mails to Haifa, the
latter handled via Port Said, provide nine day service
from Baghdad to London, contrasted with four to six
weeks formerly when the mail was handled via the Per-
sian Gulf. The Haifa-Baghdad route is preferred to
the route from Amman, Transjordania (Kerak), because
of the lava country on the latter route which is damaging
to chassis and tires. The latter route is used, however,
for air mail. Eventually Turkey will doubtless make
some arrangement for an overland and possibly overair
postal connection.
The Turkish telegraph service, under the jurisdiction
of the Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs, maintains a
fairly satisfactory service. The rates are somewhat
lower than the rates of the Eastern Telegraph Company,
a British company which owns the Tenedos-Syra and the
Odessa-Invo lines. Before the World War, there was a
European line to Constantinople owned by German in-
terests, but it did not function during the Allied occupa-
tion of Constantinople.
In Turkey (1914) there were 91 miles of telegraph lines
per 1000 square miles, compared with 28 miles in British
India and 236 miles in the United States; and 175 miles
per 1000 inhabitants compared with 116 miles in British
India and 1849 miles in the United States. In 1914-15,
there were approximately 5,500,000 messages sent
throughout Turkey.
Until 1908, when the government installed a telegraph
system for its public offices, there was no telegraph serv-

